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Abstract
This thesis aims at modeling the separated liquid-liquid flows with application for flushing. In
the beginning, there will be a short review of the governing equations and the fundamental
concepts used in this thesis. Two models are introduced and developed based on the two PhD
dissertations [15] and [11]. The properties of the fluids in these models are based on Oil,
Exxsol D80, µo = 1.79[cP ] and tapped water, µw = 1.11[cP ]. These models will be numerically
developed for both dynamic and stationary flows. The numerical scheme used for these models
is explicit. A complete explanation about discretization is given in chapter 4.
After developing the dynamic and stationary solutions for both models, there will be two major
case studies. The first one is to understand when the dynamic and stationary solutions depart
from one another as the mixture velocity varies between low velocities to high velocities. It turns
out that The solutions look quite similar until the mixture velocity reaches the value of around
UM = 1[m/s]. Then the solutions become more and more different especially at the oil front.
The second case study is about keeping the mixture velocity constant and varying the pipe
angle. The pipe angle variation range lies between −2.5◦ and +5◦. For negative inclinations, the
dynamic and stationary solutions agree quite well. However when the positive slope is put to
the test and gravity is acting against the flow, the dynamic and stationary solutions differ more.
Finally there will be a discussion on where this different behavior stems from. The two fluid model
introduced at the beginning of this report is studied closely, term by term. These terms represent
the frictional forces that balance the pressure gradient in the pipe. These forces are plotted for
four different cases with mixture velocities varying from UM = 0.25[m/s] to UM = 5[m/s]. These
figures reveal which forces dominate the solution for relatively low and high mixture velocities.
The dominating forces are the ones that balance the pressure gradient. It turns out that the level
gradient is quite significant and a dominant term in almost all cases. However as the mixture
velocity increases, the acceleration terms grow to the same order of magnitude as the level
gradient. But for the most part, the spatial and the temporal acceleration act symmetrically,
and in effect cancel each other out. There will be a thorough discussion about this in the final
chapter.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
USO Superficial velocity of oil
USW Superficial velocity of water
Symbols
αo Oil holdup [−]
αw Water holdup [−]
β Reverse density [ kgm3 ]
 Wall roughness [−]
nˆ Normal vector [−]
µk Dynamic viscosity phase k [Pa.s]
ρm Mixture density [ kgm3 ]
ρo Oil density [ kgm3 ]
ρw Water density [ kgm3 ]
τi Shear stress at the oil-water interface [ Nm2 ]
τWo Wall shear stress on the oil side [ Nm2 ]
τWw Wall shear stress on the water side [ Nm2 ]
ϕ Pipe inclination [rad]
A Pipe’s cross sectional area [m2]
D Diameter [m]
Dh,k Hydraulic diameter phase k [m]
fi Wall friction factor at the oil-water interface [−]
fo Wall friction factor on the oil side [−]
fw Wall friction factor on the water side [−]
g Gravitational acceleration [ms2 ]
h Line fraction [−]
p Pressure [ Nm2 ]
Rek Reynolds number phase k [−]
III
S Perimeter [m]
t time [s]
um Mixture velocity [ms ]
uo Oil phase velocity [ms ]
us Slip velocity oil/water [ms ]
uw Water phase velocity [ms ]
V Momentum slip [N.sm3 ]
x Spatial coordinate [m]
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1 Introduction
Multiphase flow is everywhere in petroleum industry. From reservoir, transport through pipelines
or tankers all the way to the refineries and to the final products. The better we understand the
nature of these flows, the easier it is to develop accurate prediction models for designing and
operating such systems. This study aims at developing dynamic and stationary simulation models
using separated oil-water flows with application for flushing in horizontal and near horizontal
pipes. Before diving into the details of this work, there will be a brief introduction to the
liquid-liquid flow subject, literature study followed by a short introduction to the fundamentals
concepts and definitions.
1.1 Background
Understanding the fundamentals of multiphase flow dynamics and its properties is essential
to design and operation of the multiphase transport pipelines, for both offshore and onshore
applications. Studying multiphase flow patterns is a rather new subject compared to the classical
fluid mechanics. The systematic research efforts did not appear until around 1950 [12]. Since
1950, the experiments have been conducted in order to understand the complex nature of the
multiphase flows. The produced data is used both to validate the existing models or to develop
new models or correlations. Since of the studies have been conducted on gas-liquid flows, the
amount of experimental data on the two-phase oil-water is rather limited. The existing literature
on oil-water flow takes on flow regime changes, pressure drop and hold-up measurements. Most
of the studies use the averaged properties and the phases are treated as bulk flows. The detailed
flow properties such as velocity profiles are neglected. These studies make the basis for the
different correlations used mostly as closure models in addition to the conservation laws in CFD
simulations. The averaging of the properties however reduces the accuracy of the models. It is
understood that reliable data is a crucial element for a successful prediction model of such flows.
Oil-water flows are in a way more complex compared to the gas-liquid flows. This is due to
lower density and viscosity ratios, which makes a more complex interfacial behavior between the
phases. It is then generally harder to predict flow characteristics such as pressure gradient and
slip. For instance, it is observed that for higher water hold-up values are observed for upwardly
inclined pipes. In downwardly inclined pipes, lower water hold-up values are observed compared
to the horizontal and upwardly inclined pipes [12]
1.1.1 Liquid-liquid flows
Oil-water flows have various flow patterns due to their complex rheological behavior. It is then
more challenging to predict the accurate pressure drop or holdup values according to each flow
pattern. For the mixed flow liquid regime, this problem can get even more complex since emul-
sions can form.
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Figure 1: Classification of oil water flow patterns, from [2]
Another challenging phenomenon with respect to modeling is the phase inversion, which
happens when the dispersed phase switches to the continuous phase. Phase inversion leads to
considerable pressure gradient change, for instance from oil-in-water flow to water-in-oil flow.
There have been some published results indicating that the oil-water mixture viscosity could
increase dramatically at this inversion point, It is highly recommended that the operator should
avoid operating an oil-water pipeline at these flow conditions [2].
1.2 Literature review
More research has been carried out on the two-phase oil-gas flows than oil-water flows, and due
to the different nature of the liquid-liquid flows, the research results are not directly transfer-
able. One reason is the density difference is considerably smaller for oil-water flow, which causes
smaller buoyancy force and a different interfacial dynamics. The flow regime classification has
always been subjective according to each researcher. Different techniques and methods have been
used in literature to determine the flow patterns and their transition boundaries. Oil-water flows
can be generally classified into four main categories
Stratified Flow: Simultaneous flow of two immiscible separate layers. Two continuous phases
need to be present in stratified flow.
Dispersed Flow: One phase flow is continuous while the other phase is dispersed in form of
droplets or bubbles in the continuous medium.
Annular Flow: One phase forms a film around the pipe with a certain thickness while the other
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phase flows at the center of the pipe.
Plug Flow: plugs or oil bubbles follow one another above the water phase in the pipe.
1.2.1 Dynamic simulation and CFD models
When developing CFD models for multiphase flows, the conservation of mass and momentum
are solved together with other closure models. Considering the mass balance for each phase,
one mass equation is solved for each phase. To solve the mass equations, the superficial velocity
and the slip is needed. We can find these variables by solving mass and momentum conservation
simultaneously. Wall and interfacial friction models are used to close the system of equations. The
relative velocity between the phases is strongly dependent on the flow regime. In stratified flow
with phases highly separated from one another, the relative velocity is high while the dispersed
flow results in low relative velocities between the phases.
Another way to solve for the relative velocity in oil-water flows is based on pressure gradient and
mixture density [9] The simulation of dynamic one-dimensional multiphase pipe flows in the oil
and gas industry began around 1980 [10] parallel to the rising need of predicting flow properties.
This has led to the birth of OLGA (developed by IFE), the market leader among all commercial
simulators until now [10]. LEDA, another emerging commercial package that has been developed
by SINTEF, has been commercially available since 2010. Another applicable area for multiphase
flow simulations is the nuclear industry, two-phase steam-water. Many codes exist for simulating
these flows, including RAMONA, RELAP and TRAC. These are available through the software
package TRACE [11]. Several of these codes have been used as an inspiration through developing
the multiphase flow codes for the oil and gas industry. However, most nuclear safety codes are
based on the schemes explicit in time, while the oil and gas codes are based on the implicit
schemes, because the nuclear systems are much faster [11].
There exist as well transient one-dimensional codes based on the drift-flux model. TACITE
[14], and Traflow by Shell. Traflow is now replaced by COMPAS which uses the mixture momen-
tum equation of oil, gas and water. The same approach is taken for the energy equation, and the
mass equations for each phase are separately solved. FlowManager pipe simulation is the other
program which uses the drift flux model (one single momentum equation) together with the slip
models to get the relative velocities between each phases [11]
1.3 Objectives
Develop numerical models for liquid-liquid flows with application for flushing. Compare and
analyze the behavior of dynamic and stationary models for different cases of oil-water flushing
in horizontal and near horizontal pipes.
1.4 Fundamental Definitions
This section aims at defining the fundamental concepts or properties fundamental to liquid-liquid
flows. The following concepts are applied in deriving and explaining the dynamic models. Liquid
area fraction: liquid (oil or water) area fraction in the pipe cross section
αk =
Ak
A
(1.1)
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The subscript k represents each phase which in this case can be either water or oil. The volumetric
flow of each phase and the volumetric water fraction are
Qk [
m3
s
] (1.2)
WC = Qw
Qo +Qw
(1.3)
In oil-water applications, the volumetric water fraction is known as the water-cut. Superficial
velocity of the phase k is defined as the volumetric flow of the phase divided by the pipe cross
section area. This velocity corresponds to the single phase flow velocity of the phase k in the
pipe.
Usk =
Qk
A
(1.4)
Having defined the superficial velocity, the volumetric water fraction or the water-cut can be
re-written in terms of the superficial velocities.
WC = Usw
Uso + Usw
(1.5)
The actual phase velocity is the volumetric flow rate of the phase k per phase area. This definition
gives the in-situ velocity of the phase. The value of phase velocity is different than the superficial
velocity since the volumetric flow rate of the phase is passing through a smaller area than the
pipe’s cross section.
uk =
Usk
αk
(1.6)
The mixture velocity is the sum of the superficial velocities and represents the total volumetric
flux.
um =
∑
Usk (1.7)
The geometrical relations in stratified flows are reviewed here. They come in handy in calculating
the hydraulic diameter of each phase, and shear stress calculations. According to the figure 2:
S1 = D(pi − θ) (1.8)
S2 = Dθ (1.9)
Si = D sin θ (1.10)
h2 =
D
2 (1− cos θ) (1.11)
piα2 = θ − 0.5 sin 2θ (1.12)
Where θ is called the half angle, and the above formulation is an implicit expression. Biberg has
proposed an explicit approximation where the half angle can be calculated directly from
θ = piα2 +
(
3pi
2
)1/3 (
1− 2α2 + α1/32 − α1/31
)
(1.13)
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Geometry of the stratified flow with smooth interface
S1
S2
Si
h2
h1
θ
α1
α2
Figure 2: Geometry of the stratified flow
When calculating the Reynolds number in a single phase flow, the pipe diameter is used as
a characteristic length. However for stratified flow, a hydraulic diameter is the characteristic
length. In case of a stratified oil-gas flow, the gas flow is normally considered as a closed channel,
and the oil as open channel flow. The same approach is taken for the oil-water flow here.
Dh1 =
4Aα1
S1 + S2
(1.14)
Dh2 =
4Aα2
S1
(1.15)
2 Incompressible Two-Phase Flow Models
The models developed for CFD programming in this work are based on the PHD dissertations
[15] (Model I) and [11] (Model II). The unknown variables in these models are different, however
in principle, similar results are expected. The results provided in the following sections, prove
this point.
2.1 Model I
The model based on [15], takes the incompressible two fluid model, and after eliminating the
pressure drop, reduces the model to a two parameter problem. This has done by introducing
two variables β and V and implementing them in the combined momentum equation. β is
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called the reverse density and V is the momentum slip. If we have these two variables, along
with a constant mixture velocity, we can solve the two-fluid model. In this chapter, the model
has been derived and explained. We start by writing the mass conservation equations for two
incompressible liquids, namely oil and water.
∂
∂t
(ρoαo) +
∂
∂x
(ρoαouo) = 0 (2.1)
∂
∂t
(ρwαw) +
∂
∂x
(ρwαwuw) = 0 (2.2)
Since the densities are constant for incompressible fluids, we can cross them out from the equa-
tions (2.1) and (2.2) and then come at two volume conservation equations
∂
∂t
(αo) +
∂
∂x
(αouo) = 0 (2.3)
∂
∂t
(αw) +
∂
∂x
(αwuw) = 0 (2.4)
When we combine the equations (2.3) and (2.4), the temporal derivative drops out because sum
of the volume fractions always equals unity.
∂
∂x
(αouo + αwuw) = 0 (2.5)
We get the mixture velocity by integrating this equation
αouo + αwuw = um(t) (2.6)
Considering constant mixture velocity will be the basis of the simulation and solving of the
models. This adds one closure equation (an algebraic equation) to the system of equations we
are trying to solve.
∂
∂t
(ρoαouo) +
∂
∂x
(ρoαou2o) + αo
∂p
∂x
+ ρoαog cosϕ
∂hw
∂x
= q1 (2.7)
∂
∂t
(ρwαwuw) +
∂
∂x
(ρwαwu2w) + αw
∂p
∂x
+ ρwαwg cosϕ
∂hw
∂x
= q2 (2.8)
The right hand side of the momentum equations are the friction and gravity terms
q1 = −τWoSo
A
− τiSi
A
− ρoαog sinϕ (2.9)
q2 = −τWwSw
A
+ τi
Si
A
− ρwαwg sinϕ (2.10)
Taking out the phase fractions from time and space derivatives, and dividing both sides by phase
fractions, we get
∂
∂t
(ρouo) +
∂
∂x
(12ρou
2
o) +
∂p
∂x
+ ρog cosϕ
∂hw
∂x
= q1
αo
(2.11)
∂
∂t
(ρwuw) +
∂
∂x
(12ρwu
2
w) +
∂p
∂x
+ ρwg cosϕ
∂hw
∂x
= q2
αw
(2.12)
Then the pressure drop is eliminated by combining equations (2.11) and (2.12).
∂
∂t
(ρouo − ρwuw) + ∂
∂x
(ρou
2
o − ρwu2w
2 + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw) =
qo
αo
− qw
αw
(2.13)
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The unknown variables of the flow are the velocities u1 and u2 and the volume fractions α1
and α2. We can solve the two-phase model equations by knowing the slip and one of the phase
fractions. Keyfitz introduced two new variables to rewrite the conservation equations [15].
Reverse density:
β = ρwαo + ρoαw (2.14)
Momentum slip
V = ρouo − ρwuw − (ρo − ρw)um (2.15)
Now we can rewrite the velocities and volume fractions in terms of reverse density and momentum
slip
uo = um +
V
β
αw (2.16)
uw = um − V
β
αo (2.17)
αo =
β − ρo
ρw − ρo (2.18)
αw =
β − ρw
ρo − ρw (2.19)
V
β
= uo − uw (2.20)
Substituting these variables into the mass conservation equations, we get the conservation of
reverse density, and substitution of the above variables into the momentum equations gives the
final slip model. Combining the two volume conservation equations (2.3) and (2.4) we get
∂
∂t
(ρwαo + ρoαw) +
∂
∂x
(ρwαouo + ρoαwuw) = 0 (2.21)
Rewriting the above equation in terms of β and V , the conservation of reverse density becomes
∂β
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(V
β
(β − ρo)(β − ρw)
(ρo − ρw) + umβ) = 0 (2.22)
By substituting the phase velocities from equations (2.16) and (2.17)into the momentum slip
balance (2.13), we get the final slip model
∂V
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(V
2
β2
β2 − ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + umV + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw(β)) = qv (2.23)
The right hand side of the above equation is the source
qv =
q1
αo
− q2
αw
= τWo
αo
So
A
+ τWw
αw
Sw
A
− τi
αoαw
Si
A
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ (2.24)
The final slip velocity is solved once including the spatial and temporal derivatives on the left
hand side of the equation.
∂V
∂t︸︷︷︸
Temporal
+ ∂
∂x
(V
2
β2
β2 − ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + um + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw(β))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spatial
= qv (2.25)
Equation (2.24) is also solved at steady-state conditions by setting the temporal and spatial
derivatives equal to zero which gives the algebraic momentum slip equation
qv =
τWo
αo
So
A
+ τWw
αw
Sw
A
− τi
αoαw
Si
A
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ = 0 (2.26)
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2.2 Model II
This model is partially based on [11], because we are only studying the liquid-liquid flows with-
out the presence of the gas phase. The model uses the mixture mass balance and a mixture
momentum equation. The pressure gradient is also eliminated from the equations, and we are
left with two unknown variables in this case are us and ρm. Considering a constant mixture
velocity and solving for these two variables, we can solve the two-fluid model.
ρm = αwρw + αoρo (2.27)
um = αwuw + αouo (2.28)
us = uo − uw (2.29)
The volume fractions and the phase velocity can be written as a function of us and ρm.
αo =
ρw − ρm
ρw − ρo (2.30)
αw =
ρm − ρo
ρw − ρo (2.31)
uo = um + αwus (2.32)
uw = um − αous (2.33)
To get a mixture mass conservation, we combine equations (2.1) and (2.2)
∂(αwρw + αoρo)
∂t
+ ∂(αwρwuw + αoρouo)
∂x
= 0 (2.34)
Rewriting the velocities in terms of the slip velocity and taking into account the above definitions,
we get
∂ρm
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
αwρw(um − αous) + αoρo(um + αwus)
)
= 0 (2.35)
∂ρm
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
ρmum − (ρw − ρo)αoαwus
)
= 0 (2.36)
The volume fractions are functions of mixture velocity according to equations (2.30) and (2.31).
Similarly, the momentum equations for oil and water are combined in order to eliminate the
pressure gradient term and get the momentum slip equation, which is the second equation of the
model.
∂(ρoαouo)
∂t
+ ∂(ρoαouo
2)
∂x
= −αo ∂p
∂x
− αoρog ∂hw
∂x
cosβ − αoρog sin β − τWoSo
A
− τiSi
A
(2.37)
∂(ρwαwuw)
∂t
+ ∂(ρwαwuw
2)
∂x
= −αw ∂p
∂x
−αwρwg ∂hw
∂x
cosβ−αwρwg sin β− τWwSw
A
+ τiSi
A
(2.38)
We can re-write the acceleration terms in the momentum equations to take out the void fractions
from the temporal and spatial derivatives in the following steps
∂(ρoαouo)
∂t
+ ∂(ρoαouo
2)
∂x
= uo
∂(ρoαo)
∂t
+ ρoαo
∂uo
∂t
+ uo
∂(ρoαouo)
∂x
+ ρoαouo
∂uo
∂x
=( ∂(ρoαo)
∂t
+ ∂(ρoαouo)
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 (continuity)
)
uo + ρoαo
∂uo
∂t
+ ρoαouo
∂uo
∂x
= αo(
∂ρouo
∂t
+
∂
ρou
2
o
2
∂x
) (2.39)
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The same procedure applies to the water momentum equation. We substitute the new accel-
eration terms and divide the momentum equations (2.37) and (2.38) by the void fractions, we
get
∂ρouo
∂t
+
∂
ρou
2
o
2
∂x
= −∂p
∂x
− ρog ∂hw
∂x
cosβ − ρog sin β − τWoSo
αoA
− τiSi
αoA
(2.40)
∂ρwuw
∂t
+
∂
ρwu
2
w
2
∂x
= −∂p
∂x
− ρwg ∂hw
∂x
cosβ − ρwg sin β − τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αwA
(2.41)
We eliminate the pressure gradient to get the momentum slip model including the transient terms
∂(ρwuw − ρouo)
∂t
+
∂ 12 (ρwu2w − ρou2o)
∂x
=
− (ρw − ρo)g ∂hw
∂x
cosβ − (ρw − ρo)g sin β + τWoSo
αoA
− τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αoαwA
(2.42)
We would like to have a system of equations with two unknowns, namely the slip velocity us and
the mixture density ρm. So we write the phase velocities as functions of the mixture and slip
velocities as we derived in equations (2.32) and (2.33). We start by manipulating the temporal
derivative in the slip momentum
∂
∂t
(ρwuw − ρouo) = ∂
∂t
((ρw − ρo)um − (αoρw + αwρo)us)
= ∂
∂t
(ρm − (ρw + ρo))us (2.43)
The time derivative of the term (ρw − ρo)um is zero, because the mixture velocity is considered
constant in each case, and the densities are constant as well. The same procedure for the spatial
derivative
∂
∂x
1
2(ρwu
2
w − ρou2o) =
∂
∂x
1
2
(
ρw(um − αous)2 − ρo(um + αous)2
)
= ∂
∂x
(
(ρw − ρo)u
2
m
2 +
(
ρwα
2
o − ρoα2w
) u2s
2 − (ρwαo + ρoαw)usum
)
= ∂
∂x
((
ρwα
2
o − ρoα2w
) u2s
2 − (ρwαo + ρoαw)usum
)
(2.44)
The convective term (ρw−ρo)u
2
m
2 is constant with respect to x, so its derivative is zero. If we put
the expressions from equations (2.43) and (2.44)back into the momentum slip equation (2.42),
we get
∂
∂t
(ρm − (ρw + ρo))us + ∂
∂x
((
ρwα
2
o − ρoα2w
) u2s
2 − (ρwαo + ρoαw)usum + (ρw − ρo)ghw cosβ
)
= τWoSo
αoA
− τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αoαwA
− (ρw − ρo)g sin β (2.45)
Where the shear stress at the interface is calculated as a function of slip velocity and oil friction
factor
τiSi
αoαwA
= fowρoSi8αoαwA
u2s (2.46)
If we eliminate the temporal and spatial derivatives, we get the relative velocity us from the
famous holdup equation.
u2s =
8αoαwA
ρofowSi
[
(ρw − ρo)g ∂hw
∂x
cosβ + (ρw − ρo)g sin β − τWoSo
αoA
+ τWwSw
αwA
]
(2.47)
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2.3 Closure Models
Closure models regarding the friction factors apply to both models. Therefore, they are presented
here in one section. Wall and interface friction factors in the shear stress terms need to be
determined in order to close and solve the system of equations. The shear stress terms at the
wall and the interface are:
τWo =
1
8ρofo|uo|uo (2.48)
τWw =
1
8ρwfw|uw|uw (2.49)
τi =
1
8ρofi|uo − uw|(uo − uw) (2.50)
Where fk is the friction factor of the phase k and fi is the shear stress at the interface. Differ-
ent correlations have been proposed for friction factors. For laminar flows, the wall friction is
approximated as:
fk,laminar =
64
Rek
(2.51)
The constant 64 for laminar flows is analytically obtained for flows in pipes with circular cross
sections. In stratified flow geometries, especially heavy oil simulations, laminar flow plays an
important role. However, the cross section of the oil phase is no longer circular. This might be
a source of significant error for such flows [11]. For fully turbulent flows, we use the Haaland’s
correlation, which is an explicit estimation of the Colbrook’s formula
1√
fk,turbulent
= −1.8 log( 6.9Rek + (
ε
3.7D )
1.11
) (2.52)
To have a smooth and continuous transition between from laminar to turbulent flow, the friction
factor for each phase is implemented in the codes similar the pseudo-code below:
if Rek < 300→ fk = fk,laminar
else fk = max(fk,laminar, fk,turbulent)
This way, we have determined the oil and water friction factors. Russel has shown that if we
assume flat interface, the friction factor at the interface becomes
fi = fo (2.53)
The Reynolds number
Rek =
ρkukDh,k
µk
(2.54)
Where Dh, k is the hydraulic diameter for each liquid phase. For stratified oil-water flow, the oil
phase is modeled as closed channel and the water phase as open channel.
Dho =
4Aαo
So + Si
(2.55)
Dhw =
4Aαw
Sw
(2.56)
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3 Summary of The Two-Fluid Incompressible Models
3.1 Model I
Conservation of mass
∂β
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(V
β
(β − ρo)(β − ρw)
(ρo − ρw) + umβ) = 0 (3.1)
Conservation of momentum
∂V
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(V
2
β2
β2 − ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + umV + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw(β)) = qv (3.2)
qv =
τWo
αo
So
A
+ τWw
αw
Sw
A
− τi
αoαw
Si
A
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ (3.3)
Definitions and expressions
β = ρwαo + ρoαw (3.4)
V = ρouo − ρwuw − (ρo − ρw)um (3.5)
uo = um +
V
β
αw (3.6)
uw = um − V
β
αo (3.7)
αo =
β − ρo
ρw − ρo (3.8)
αw =
β − ρw
ρo − ρw (3.9)
V
β
= us (3.10)
3.1.1 Solution Strategy
um
impose−−−−→
[
Conservation of mass
Conservation of Momentum
]
⇒
[
β
V
]
⇒
[
αo αw
uo uw
]
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3.2 Model II
Conservation of mass
∂ρm
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
ρmum − (ρw − ρo)αoαwus
)
= 0 (3.11)
Conservation of momentum
∂
∂t
(ρm − (ρw + ρo))us + ∂
∂x
((
ρwα
2
o − ρoα2w
) u2s
2 − (ρwαo + ρoαw)usum + (ρw − ρo)ghw cosβ
)
= τWoSo
αoA
− τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αoαwA
− (ρw − ρo)g sin β (3.12)
Definitions and expressions
ρm = αwρw + αoρo (3.13)
um = αwuw + αouo (3.14)
uo = um + αwus (3.15)
uw = um − αous (3.16)
αo =
ρw − ρm
ρw − ρo (3.17)
αw =
ρm − ρo
ρw − ρo (3.18)
us = uo − uw (3.19)
3.2.1 Solution Strategy
um
impose−−−−→
[
Conservation of mass
Conservation of Momentum
]
⇒
[
ρm
us
]
⇒
[
αo αw
uo uw
]
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4 Discretization and numerical solution
4.1 general numerical solution
By solving the derived models numerically, we will be able to find out their different behavior, and
which terms in those equations are dominating the solution. This is followed by implementing an
explicit scheme with both upwind and central discretization. The upwind scheme uses the biased
differencing based on the direction of the characteristic velocity, in this case the mixture velocity,
which is assumed positive to the right. First, a general numerical solution will be introduced
and since both models are of the same structure, and then this methodology is applied to both
models.
4.1.1 Grid
The pipe is divided by control volumes in a one dimensional uniform grid. Control volumes are
separated by the boundaries. The first cell (j = 1) and the last cell (j = imax + 2) are virtual
cells and are reserved for boundary conditions. The first cell’s index is chosen to be 1 to be
consistent with programming in Matlab. Considering the inlet of the pipe as x = 0 and the first
actual cell inside the pipe as j = 2, the coordinates of the cell center (xj) and cell faces (xj+1/2)
will be
xj = (j − 1.5)∆x (4.1)
xj+1/2 = (j − 1)∆x (4.2)
The grid in time is also assumed uniform. The new time step is calculated from the old time
step in the following manner
tn+1 = tn + ∆t (4.3)
4.1.2 Discretization
The derived conservation equations in the previous sections have the general form
∂U
∂t
+ ∂f
∂x
= Q (4.4)
We integrate the conservation equation within each control volume∫
V
∂U
∂t
dV +
∫
V
∂f
∂x
dV =
∫
V
QdV (4.5)
First, we start integrating the above equation in space. Using Green’s theorem
∂
∂t
∫
V
UdV +
∮
S
f.nˆdS =
∫
V
QdV (4.6)
The first integral on the left hand side, and the source term integral on the right hand side are
evaluated by taking the average cell value at the cell center
∂
∂t
(Uj∆x) +
(
fj+1/2(ˆi) + fj−1/2(−iˆ)
)
= Qj∆x (4.7)
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∂Uj
∂t
+
fj+1/2 − fj−1/2
∆x = Qj (4.8)
The advantage of using the finite volume method is that it is automatically conservative, as the
outgoing flux of the one cell is the same as the ingoing flux of the adjacent cell. Evaluating the
time derivative using Euler forward for both sources and fluxes
Un+1j − Unj
∆t +
fnj+1/2 − fnj−1/2
∆x = Q
n
j (4.9)
This gives at the end an Euler forward, fully explicit scheme. This discretization will be applied
to both models in the following sections.
4.1.3 Boundary condition
As explained earlier the first and the last cells are reserved for boundary conditions. However
since the last cell is to the right of the pipe’s outlet, the values assigned to this cell center
are based on linear extrapolation instead of just assigning zero in order to avoid sharp and
unrealistic changes in gradients. If we assume a conservative variable Uj at the last cell inside
the pipe (j = imax+ 1), the value assigned to the ghost-cell outside the pipe outlet becomes
Uimax+2 = 2Uimax+1 − Uimax (4.10)
4.2 Discretizing model I
We start by discretizing the conservation of mass equation (2.22) using the upwind finite differ-
ence scheme.
∂β
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
V
β
(β − ρo)(β − ρw)
(ρo − ρw)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
fβ
= 0 (4.11)
In the above equation the whole spatial derivative term is called fβ to be concise. In applying
the upwind scheme, all of the terms in the spatial derivative (β and V ) are evaluated using data
points j and j − 1 over a fixed grid distance of ∆x.
βn+1j − βnj
∆t +
fn
β,j+ 12
− fn
β,j− 12
∆x = 0 (4.12)
Where fβ at node j is evaluated at the old time step as the following
fnβ,j+ 12
=
V nj
βn
j+ 12
(βn
j+ 12
− ρo)(βnj+ 12 − ρw)
(ρo − ρw) (4.13)
Where βj+ 12 is calculated at the face of the cells
βj+ 12 =
1
2(βj + βj+1) (4.14)
Using the central discretization for the reversed density β is recommended, because it makes the
scheme stable. This is found from trial-and-error in this work, and there is also a direct reference
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to this issue in [15]. Taking the density data from upstream and downstream avoids overfilling
the cells numerically when transition from one phase to two-phase flow happens. Therefore, the
new β (reverse density) at the new time step is calculated from the following algebraic equation.
βn+1j = βnj +
∆t
∆x
(
fnβ,j− 12 − f
n
β,j+ 12
)
(4.15)
We move on to discretize the momentum equation (2.23) according to the same scheme
∂V
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
V 2
β2
β2 − ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + umV + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw
)
= qv (4.16)
V n+1j − V nj
∆t +
fn
V,j+ 12
− fn
V,j− 12
∆x = qv (4.17)
Where the momentum flux, fnV,j is defined as
fnV,j+ 12
=
(
V nj
)2(
βnj+1/2
)2
(
βnj+1/2
)2
− ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + um
(
V nj
)
+ (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhnw,j+1/2 (4.18)
The momentum flux consists of three terms. The first term V 2β2
β2−ρoρw
2(ρo−ρw) which is interpreted as
transport due to mixture velocity. It plays an important role in transition from one-phase to two-
phase flow. The discretization of this term should be in a way that allows a smooth transition in
each cell filled with one phase to two phases. Wrong discretization will lead to overfilling the cell
with the same phase and negative phase fraction with the other cell, which result in exploding
the numerical scheme. Trial and error on different solutions has shown that the mixture density
(the reveres density) gives the stable solution when defined on the cell faces.
The level gradient also needs information from the upstream and downstream of the cell. So a
central discretization is also considered here
hnw,j+1/2 =
1
2(h
n
w,j+1 + hnw,j) (4.19)
We get the new V (momentum slip) form the following algebraic equation
V n+1j = V nj + ∆t
(
fn
V,j− 12
− fn
V,j+ 12
∆x + qv
)
(4.20)
This dynamic model calculates the new V as a function of old values of β and V
V n+1 = V (βn, V n) (4.21)
By solving the two algebraic equations (4.15) and (4.20), we can solve for β and V over the
whole grid by using the initial and boundary conditions. The first node on the grid is a ghost
point and is dedicated to the boundary condition at all the time steps. We determine also the
initial condition for all the nodes at t = 0. The time step used further in this work is in most
cases dt = 0.005[s] and for high mixture velocities dt = 0.001[s]. Any bigger time step resulted
in numerical instability of the scheme. A more thorough discussion is followed in section 5.4
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4.3 Model I-steady state discretization
In the previous part we have used the momentum equation (2.23) to calculate V and therefore
calculate the slip velocity. If we decide to neglect the acceleration terms in the momentum
equation, we get the steady state slip relation. Using the same discretization method for the
mass equation, the new β is used in the steady state holdup equation to calculate the V at
the new time step. To sum up, we are solving one simple algebraic equation and one nonlinear
equation
βn+1j = βnj +
∆t
∆x
(
fnβ,j−1 − fnβ,j
)
(4.22)
0 = τWo
αo
So
Ao
+ τWw
αw
Sw
Aw
− τi
αoαw
Si
Ai
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ− (ρo − ρw)g ∂hw
∂x
cosϕ (4.23)
We use the new β in the equation (4.23) to calculate the new corresponding V . In other words
at each time step the variable V is the function of β
V = V (βn) (4.24)
At the end the effect of the dynamic and steady state slip relations on the final solution are
compared.
4.4 Discretizing model II
First the mass conservation equation (3.11) is discretized according to numerical solution ex-
plained at the beginning.
∂ρm
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(ρmum − (ρw − ρo)αoαwus) = 0 (4.25)
ρn+1m,j − ρnm,j
∆t +
fnρ,j+1/2 − fnρ,j−1/2
∆x = 0 (4.26)
fnρ,j+1/2 = ρnm,jum − (ρw − ρo)αno,j+1/2αnw,j+1/2uns,j (4.27)
ρn+1m,j = ρnm,j +
∆t
∆x
(
fnρ,j−1/2 − fnρ,j+1/2
)
(4.28)
Fluxes at the face cells are defined as a function of average mixture density on the face cells and
the slip velocity at the cell centers. The concept of average density at the face cells is hidden
in the variables: void fractions, which are functions of the average density. This is (similar to
the first model) due to avoiding the negative phase fractions in the cells when transition from
one-phase to two-phase flow takes place.
αno,j+1/2 =
ρw − ρnm,j+1/2
ρw − ρo (4.29)
αnw,j+1/2 =
ρnm,j+1/2 − ρo
ρw − ρo (4.30)
ρnm,j+1/2 =
1
2(ρ
n
m,j+1 + ρnm,j) (4.31)
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Now the momentum equation (3.12) is accordingly discretized(
ρn+1m,j − (ρw − ρo)
)
un+1s,j −
(
ρnm,j − (ρw − ρo)
)
uns,j
∆t +
fnu,j+1/2 − fnu,j−1/2
∆x = qs (4.32)
Where qs is the abbreviation of the source term
qs =
τWoSo
αoA
− τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αoαwA
− (ρw − ρo)g sinϕ (4.33)
Moreover, the momentum flux at the cell faces consists of two terms related to mixture slip and
one term related to level gradient. Also in the momentum flux, the mixture density is calculated
at the cell face as an average value of the two adjacent cell centers.
fnu,j+1/2 =
(
ρwα
2
o,j+1/2 − ρoα2w,j−1/2
) u2s
2 −
(
ρwαo,j+1/2 + ρoαw,j+1/2
)
umus,j (4.34)
+(ρo − ρw)ghw,j+1/2 cosϕ (4.35)
Finally, the slip velocity is calculated from the equation below, which is an algebraic equation.
The value of the mixture density at the new time step is calculated first from the conservation
of mass equation and then substituted in this equation
un+1s,j =
1(
ρn+1m,j − (ρw − ρo)
) ((ρnm,j − (ρw − ρo))uns,j + ∆t(fnu,j−1/2 − fnu,j+1/2∆x + qs
))
(4.36)
4.5 Model II-steady state discretization
For deriving the steady-state model, we simplify the equations by neglecting the acceleration
terms, which leaves us with the following system of equations
ρn+1m,j = ρnm,j +
∆t
∆x
(
fnρ,j−1/2 − fnρ,j+1/2
)
(4.37)
0 = τWoSo
αoA
− τWwSw
αwA
+ τiSi
αoαwA
− (ρw − ρo)g sinϕ− (ρw − ρo)g ∂hw
∂x
cosϕ (4.38)
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5 Validating the model and sensitivity analysis
After implementing the models numerically in Matlab, several cases have been chosen to compare
the dynamic solution with the stationary solution. We can change many parameters and conduct
this study. We have chosen horizontal pipe with varying mixture velocity for the first case study.
The second case study is about to keep the mixture velocity constant and the pipe angle changes.
If the dynamic and stationary solutions are indeed different, we are able to see these differences
in these cases, and predict under which circumstances these differences become significant.
5.1 Sensitivity analysis on mixture velocity for horizontal pipes
5.1.1 Model I
The sensitivity analysis carried out on the model I for horizontal pipe, starts from low to high
mixture velocities. The first two plots belong to the dynamic model only and depict how the
changes in the mixture velocity affect the rate of flushing and the relation between water holdup
and the watercut. The acceleration is expected not to be considerable factor for low mixture
velocity. The dominating term in the momentum equation for low mixture velocities turns out to
be the level gradient. As the mixture velocity increases, the acceleration terms begin to become
more and more significant to the same order of magnitude as the level gradient.
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Figure 3: Effect of different mixture velocities on the flushing rate of water with oil in the
dynamic model
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Figure 4: Relation between water holdup and the watercut as a function of mixture velocity in
a horizontal pipe
The rest of the figures illustrate oil and water holdup, of both dynamic and stationary solu-
tions, changing with time as the mixture velocity is increasing. The dynamic and the stationary
solutions show good agreement at low mixture velocities, almost identical. However, with in-
creasing the velocity, the solutions start to deviate more. The dynamic solutions shows a sharper
oil holdup changes as opposed to the stationary solution. Two important points should men-
tioned as the main factors that cause this difference.
The acceleration is expected not to be considerable factor for low mixture velocity. The dominat-
ing term in the momentum equation for low mixture velocities turns out to be the level gradient.
To sum up
• The acceleration terms in the dynamic model are not significant for low mixture velocities.
The dominating term in the momentum equation for low mixture velocities is the level
gradient. This will be discussed in more details in chapter 6.
• As the mixture velocity increases the acceleration terms begin to become more and more
significant to the same order of magnitude as the level gradient.
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Figure 5: Oil and water holdups at the pipe outlet for UM < 1
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Figure 6: Oil and water superficial velocities at the pipe outlet for UM < 1
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Figure 7: Oil and water holdups at the pipe outlet for UM > 1
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Figure 8: Oil and water superficial velocities at the pipe outlet for UM < 1
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5.1.2 Model II
The same sensitivity analysis is carried on model II for horizontal pipes. In principle, it is
expected that the two models should give the same result. We get a confirmation on this
throughout this section. Similar to the previous section, the analysis moves from the low mixture
velocities to high velocities, and the results are compared with each other. The same main two
points also apply for this model.
• The acceleration terms in the dynamic model are not significant for low mixture velocities.
The dominating term in the momentum equation for low mixture velocities turns out to
be the level gradient. This will be discussed in more details in chapter 6.
• As the mixture velocity increases the acceleration terms begin to become more and more
significant to the same order of magnitude as the level gradient.
These two models have shown similar behavior so far, as expected.
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Figure 9: Oil and water holdups at the pipe outlet for UM < 1
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Figure 10: Oil and water superficial velocities at the pipe outlet for UM < 1
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Figure 11: Oil and water holdups at the pipe outlet for UM > 1
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Figure 12: Oil and water superficial velocities at the pipe outlet for UM > 1
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Figure 13: Effect of different mixture velocities on the flushing rate of water with oil in the
dynamic model
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Figure 14: Relation between water holdup and the watercut as a function of mixture velocity in
a horizontal pipe
The results for both models confirm that the dynamic models introduce a sharper oil front
compared to the holdup equation. This becomes more important when the mixture velocity
increases.
5.2 Sensitivity analysis on pipe angle
The second case study looks at the differences between the dynamic and stationary solutions
that rise due the change of pipe angle. When the pipe is not horizontal anymore, the gravity
starts act on flow. Gravity influences the rate at which flushing occurs. The mixture velocity for
all the cases is set to be UM = 0.5 [m/s] and the angle changes from +5 to -5 degrees.
5.2.1 Model I
In this section Model I is put to test by varying the inclination from 5 to -5 degrees. The
following plots confirm that the difference for positive inclinations are considerable. For negative
inclinations, the solutions are almost identical.
It should be noted that all the plots are drawn in a way, that the upper part of the plot illustrates
the oil holdup at the beginning of the pipe at x = 1[m] and the lower plot shows the oil holdup
at pipe’s outlet at x = 16[m].
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Figure 15: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 5◦ inclined pipe
+5 degrees inclination seems to be an extreme case where the dynamic model fails to flush
out the water completely in the period that the steady state model does. This is probably a
limitation for the dynamic model at this angle that cannot flush the water completely. When
the angle is increased positively, the dynamic and holdup solutions deviate from one another at
the points where the oil front hits the water.
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Figure 16: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 2.5◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 17: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 1◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 18: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a −5◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 19: Pipe inclination effect on the oil holdup for UM = 0.5, the dynamic model
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Figure 20: Watercut changes as a function of pipe angle for UM = 0.5 at pipe outlet
The reason that the continuous red line has not been drawn all the way to the point zero, is
that the dynamic model, has not managed to flush out the water completely.
If we look at the dynamic model again
∂V
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(V
2
β2
β2 − ρoρw
2(ρo − ρw) + umV + (ρo − ρw)g cosϕhw(β)) = qv (5.1)
qv =
q1
αo
− q2
αw
= τWo
αo
So
Ao
+ τWw
αw
Sw
Aw
− τi
αoαw
Si
Ai
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ (5.2)
and the holdup equation
τWo
αo
So
Ao
+ τWw
αw
Sw
Aw
− τi
αoαw
Si
Ai
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ = 0 (5.3)
,it is noteworthy to mention that the gravity term appears in both models. So the reason that
still these two solutions are not the same, is that the acceleration terms (forces) need to come
in balance with all the forces in the right hand side of the equation including the gravity terms.
The main reason is still lies in the acceleration terms, which in this case are affected by gravity
as well.
5.2.2 Model II
As in the previous sections, the very similar case study is repeated for the second models. So
far, the models have shown great agreement in behavior, and the following figures are also in
accordance with the latter conclusion.
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Figure 21: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 1◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 22: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 2.5◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 23: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a 5◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 24: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a −1◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 25: Oil holdup at the inlet/outlet of a −5◦ inclined pipe
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Figure 26: Pipe inclination effect on the oil holdup for UM = 0.5
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5.3 Model Limitations
The limitation of both models I and II lies in the source terms. There is a mathematical singu-
larity at any phase fraction equal to zero, which means either oil, or water. If we look at the
source term
qs =
τWo
αo
So
Ao
+ τWw
αw
Sw
Aw
− τi
αoαw
Si
Ai
− (ρo − ρw)g sinϕ
,it is obvious that neither αo nor αw can be absolute zero because they appear in the denominators
in the source term. So the volume fractions for the case of one phase flow should be artificially
set to zero, which means an α with order of magnitude 10−3 or less. Moreover, when a cell starts
to fill with a second phase and is at a transition point between one phase to two-phase flow, the
very small values of α’s at the denominators may cause the friction forces to grow nonphysically.
The example below shows these forces in case of UM = 1[m/s], 2 meters from the pipe inlet.
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Figure 27: Oil wall shear stress changes compared to water and interface shear stress
The figures above show how the shear stress changes with respect to oil holdup changes.
5.4 Grid sensitivity in space and time
The grid study determines when the numerical solution converges as we increase the number of
cells. This study has been done with the mixture velocity of UM = 0.5[m/s], and the results
are taken at the pipe’s outlet. From the figure below, it is obvious that the answer has already
converged for 320 cells, and the answer is almost identical to 1600 cell’s solution. Therefore, we
have chosen 320 cells as the basis for the simulations.
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Figure 28: Water holdup solutions from coarse to fine grid
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Figure 29: Grid study, oil holdup at 90 seconds after flushing starts
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Solution at 90 seconds
Number of cells 1600 160 32 16
αo 0.9963 0.9951 0.9869 0.9789
Relative error - 0.001204 0.009435 0.017465
The number of cells used for this case study is 320 cells, which was just discussed in the grid
study. The largest time step used here is dt = 0.005. The time step used for high mixture
velocity was reduced to dt = 0.001 with trial-and-error to overcome the instability of the scheme
at high mixture velocities. Any bigger time step made the scheme unstable. The answer is well
converged for all the time steps as shown figure 30
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Figure 30: Grid sensitivity in time
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6 Discussion
6.1 Comparison the magnitude of the terms in the momentum equa-
tions for oil and water
Due to the minor difference between the dynamic model and the holdup equations in some
cases, it is important to have a closer look at each term in the governing equations to see which
one dominates the solution. The discussion begins with equation (2.12). The two momentum
equations show the balance between the pressure drop in each layer and the rest of forces. Two
points have been chosen, one at the pipe inlet (at x = 1[m]) and the other one at the pipe outlet
(x = 16[m]). Rearranging the equation (2.12), we can gather pressure force on the left side, and
all the other forces on the right hand side of the equation. The result becomes
αo
∂p
∂x
= q1 − αo ∂
∂t
(ρouo) + αo
∂
∂x
(12ρou
2
o)− ρoαog
∂hw
∂x
cosβ (6.1)
αw
∂p
∂x
= q2 − αw ∂
∂t
(ρwuw) + αw
∂
∂x
(12ρwu
2
w)− ρwαwg
∂hw
∂x
cosβ (6.2)
Where the source terms are
q1 = −τWoSo
A
− τiSi
A
(6.3)
q2 = −τWwSw
A
+ τiSi
A
(6.4)
The right hand side of both equations include wall shear stress, shear stress at the interface,
temporal and spatial derivatives and the level gradient. The sum of the forces on the left hand
side balances the pressure force on the left hand side. This comparison case includes f cases
with different mixture velocities. In each case, the first plot illustrates the pressure forces on
oil and water layer, which is the left hand side of the momentum equation. The next two plots
include the other forces balancing the pressure forces that is the left hand side of the momentum
equations. Having plotted all these forces together, we can see which ones have a greater order
of magnitude and therefore, dominate the solution.
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6.1.1 Case I: UM = 0.25
Plotting the left hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 31: Pressure forces for oil and water layers, at x = 16[m], UM = 0.25
Plotting all the terms on the right hand side of the momentum equations
... = −τWoSo
A
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− αw ∂
∂t
(ρwuw) + αw
∂
∂x
(12ρwu
2
w)− ρwαwg
∂hw
∂x
cosβ
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Figure 32: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 1[m]
with UM = 0.25
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Figure 33: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 16[m]
with UM = 0.25
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6.1.2 Case II: UM = 0.5
Plotting the left hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 34: Pressure forces for oil and water layers, at x = 16[m], UM = 0.5
Plotting all the terms on the right hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 35: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 1[m]
with UM = 0.5
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Figure 36: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 16[m]
with UM = 0.5
For low mixture velocity it is obvious that the dominating term when the oil front hits
the water, is the level gradient in both momentum equations, namely ρoαogcos(ϕ)dhwdx and
ρwαwgcos(ϕ)dhwdx . The spatial acceleration (convective acceleration) and the temporal (local)
acceleration are relatively small and they become zero after the oil front hits the water. The
shear stress on the water layer at the pipe inlet is increasing non-physically after the oil fills the
pipe. This is due to the limitation of the model, where we can never have absolute zero holdup.
Therefore, the remaining amount of water would be almost nothing (order of magnitude 1e-3).
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Therefore, this increasing force belongs to a non-existing water layer and should be neglected.
6.1.3 Case III: UM = 1
Plotting the left hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 37: Pressure forces for oil and water layers, at x = 16[m], UM =
Plotting all the terms on the right hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 38: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 1[m]
with UM = 1
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Figure 39: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 16[m]
with UM = 1
As the velocity of the mixture has increased considerably, the level gradient, no longer plays
an important role in the two momentum equations, however in this case the temporal and spatial
derivatives dominate the solution. Later on when the pipe is almost filled with oil, it is only the
shear stress that remains to balance pressure gradient in the momentum equation.
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6.1.4 Case IV: UM = 5
Plotting the left hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 40: Pressure forces for oil and water layers, at x = 16[m], UM = 5
Plotting all the terms on the right hand side of the momentum equations
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Figure 41: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 1[m]
with UM = 5
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Figure 42: Oil momentum equation terms (top figure) and water (bottom figure), at x = 16[m]
with UM = 5
With increasing the mixture velocity even more, the effect of level gradient becomes no-
ticeably smaller than the acceleration terms. However, the acceleration terms act more or less
symmetrically around the x-axis. Therefore, in effect it is still important to pay attention to the
level gradient term. The resultant of all these forces will balance the pressure gradient.
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7 Conclusion
Two fluid models have been developed with application for oil-water flushing. The properties
of the fluids have been chosen based on Oil, Exxsol D80, µo = 1.79 [cP ] and tapped water,
µw = 1.11 [cP ]. The dynamic behavior of the models have been studied and compared with the
stationary model. Regarding the dynamic models:
• Models I and II proved to be quite similar and have almost identical results according to
the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, the results discussed here, apply to both models.
• For both the dynamic and stationary model, the oil front gets steeper as the mixture
velocity increases.
• Considering the oil holdup diagrams, the oil front approximately the same along the pipe.
• There is a diffusion problem that needs to be addressed. The bigger the steps (dx) become,
the answer (oil/water holdup curve), looks more spread out throughout the cell length that
is the solution domain. The oil fronts are rather sharp where they hit the water, so if we
do not choose a cell length small enough according to the grid study, the answer would
look more diffused than in reality.
• The models developed in this work, have two singular points, at mathematically absolute
one phase flow, either oil (αo = 0) or water(αw = 0). So transition from one-phase to
two-phase flows should be implemented carefully with small time steps. The absent of a
phase is modeled numerically by such a low phase fraction as α = 0.001 or less.
Regarding the different behavior of the dynamic and the stationary models:
• The flushing cases for low velocities are dominated by the level gradient. The sensitivity
analysis in chapter 5, confirms that the dynamic and stationary solutions are almost iden-
tical for low mixture velocities. therefore the acceleration terms in the dynamic model are
not significant for low velocities
• For high mixture velocities, the order of magnitude of the acceleration terms, reaches
the one of the level gradient. However, it seems that the acceleration terms, spatial and
temporal, for most of the solution, are acting symmetrically around the x-axis, in this case
they cancel each other out. This is sometimes the case, the acceleration terms might both
have the same sign, and then they would make a difference in the dynamic model.
• Modeling the level gradient accurately, turns out to be very important as it seems to be
the dominant term of both dynamic and stationary equations.
Recommendations
• The models developed in Matlab, work fine for laboratory scale pipes. For flow modeling
for long pipelines, which require longer simulation time and bigger grid, it is recommended
to move to C, which is faster.
• The time steps used can become larger by using an implicit scheme.
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Appendices
A Model I Matlab code
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Explicit Transient Solver for Dynamic Holdup Equation
% Ahmadreza Rahbari 2013
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
clc;
clear;
global PROP;
PROP=Properties (); % globals
RHOO=PROP.RHOO;
RHOW=PROP.RHOW;
Pipe_angle=PROP.Angle;
Length=PROP.Pipe_Length;
%---------------------Boundary Conditions ------------------------------
%If one of phase -fractions (AO or AW) is '0' use a very small number like ←↩
'0.0001'
%For single phase simulation => USO=0 or USW=0
AO_BC =0.999; %[-]
AW_BC=1-AO_BC; %[-]
USO_BC=AO_BC*PROP.UM_constant; %[m3/s/m2]
USW_BC=AW_BC*PROP.UM_constant; %[m3/s/m2]
%Calculating the boundary condition variables from the data above
[UO_BC ,UW_BC ,UM_BC ,Beta_BC ,V_BC] = Boundary_Conditions(USO_BC ,USW_BC ,AO_BC ,AW_BC←↩
);
%---------------------Initial Conditions -----------------------------------
%Values at t=0 inside the cells (pipe)
AO_init= 1.0000e-03;
AW_init=1-AO_init;
USO_init=AO_init*PROP.UM_constant;
USW_init=AW_init*PROP.UM_constant;
%The same function (Boundary_Conditions) is used to calculate the initial
%values in the cells (pipe) because the calculations are identical.
[UO_init ,UW_init ,UM_init ,Beta_init ,V_init] =...
Boundary_Conditions(USO_init ,USW_init ,AO_init ,AW_init);
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
dt=PROP.delta_t; %Time step in the explicit solver
dx=PROP.delta_x; %Length step in the explicit solver[m]
Duration=PROP.Simulation_time; %[s] (How many seconds the simulation runs from ←↩
t=0)
imax=floor(Length/dx); %Calculation the dimensions of Beta and V based on time←↩
step and pipe length
nmax=Duration/dt;
Beta=zeros(1,imax +2); %Each column has values for a certain time step from t=0←↩
to t=nmax
V=Beta;
AO=Beta;
AW=Beta;
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UO=Beta;
UW=Beta;
USO=Beta;
USW=Beta;
%Imposing the boundary conditions in the first array in Beta and V
%matrices (ghost cells)
Beta (:,1)=Beta_BC;
V(:,1)=V_BC;
AO(:,1)=AO_BC;
AW(:,1)=AW_BC;
USO(:,1)=USO_BC;
USW(:,1)=USW_BC;
%added recently
UO(:,1)=USO_BC/AO_BC;
UW(:,1)=USW_BC/AW_BC;
UM=UM_BC;
%Imposing the initial conditions in the first row of the Beta and V
%matrices (at t=0, n=1)
Beta (1,2: imax +1)=Beta_init;
V(1,2: imax +1)=V_init;
AO(1,2: imax +1)=AO_init;
AW(1,2: imax +1)=AW_init;
USO(1,2: imax +1)=USO_init;
USW(1,2: imax +1)=USW_init;
%added recently
UO(1,2: imax +1)=USO_init/AO_init;
UW(1,2: imax +1)=USW_init/AW_init;
Beta_new=Beta;
V_new=V;
dt_interval =0.01; %capturing the results every 0.01 [s]
NumberOfPoints=Duration/dt_interval;
AO_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
AW_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
USO_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
USW_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
Beta_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
V_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
time_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,1);
AO_result (:,1)=AO_BC; % First array in every rwo= Boundary Condition= constant←↩
, does not change with time
AW_result (:,1)=AW_BC;
USO_result (:,1)=USO_BC;
USW_result (:,1)=USW_BC;
Beta_result (:,1)=Beta_BC;
V_result (:,1)=V_BC;
time_result (1,1)=0;
AO_result (1,2: imax +1)=AO_init;
AW_result (1,2: imax +1)=AW_init;
USO_result (1,2: imax +1)=USO_init;
USW_result (1,2: imax +1)=USW_init;
Beta_result (1,2: imax +1)=Beta_init;
V_result (1,2: imax +1)=V_init;
j=2;
z=1;
m=0; %The begining of the time! t=0
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TimeRatio=floor(dt_interval/dt); %ratio of time steps for recording the data ←↩
to the solver 's time steps , this determines how many n's should count before←↩
we record the data.
for n=1: nmax %Time loop counter
m=m+dt; %counts real time passing [s]
if rem(n/TimeRatio ,1) == 0
z=z+1;
for j=2: imax+1
AO_result(z,j)=AO(1,j);
AW_result(z,j)=AW(1,j);
USO_result(z,j)=UO(1,j)*AO(1,j);
USW_result(z,j)=UW(1,j)*AW(1,j);
Beta_result(z,j)=Beta(1,j);
V_result(z,j)=V(1,j);
time_result(z,1)=(z-1)*dt_interval;
end
end
Beta=Beta_new;
V=V_new;
for j=2: imax+1
%Updating Beta and V for the new time step
%calculating the frictions based on hold up and velocity (the
%source term in the slip momentum equation)
AO(1,j)=(Beta(1,j)-RHOO)./(RHOW -RHOO);
AW(1,j)=(Beta(1,j)-RHOW)./(RHOO -RHOW);
UO(1,j)=(V(1,j)/Beta(j)).*(( Beta(1,j)-RHOW)./(RHOO -RHOW))+UM;
UW(1,j)=-(V(1,j)/Beta(1,j)).*(( Beta(1,j)-RHOO)./(RHOW -RHOO))+UM;
[FO ,FW,FI]= FrictionTerms(UO(1,j),UW(1,j),AO(1,j),AW(1,j),RHOO ,RHOW);
USO(1,j)=AO(1,j).*UO(1,j);
USW(1,j)=AW(1,j).*UW(1,j);
C1=RHOO -RHOW;
qv=-(FO/(AO(1,j)))+(FW/(AW(1,j)))-(FI/((AO(1,j))*(AW(1,j)))) -(C1)*9.81*←↩
sin(Pipe_angle);
if any(˜ isreal(FO))
stop
end
Theta_3=WettedAngle(AO(1,j+1));
Theta_2=WettedAngle(AO(1,j));
Theta_1=WettedAngle(AO(1,j-1));
h_3 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_3));
h_2 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_2));
h_1 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_1));
if j==imax+1
Beta(1,j+1)=2* Beta(1,j)-Beta(1,j-1);
V(1,j+1)=2*V(1,j)-V(1,j-1);
h_3 =2*h_2 -h_1;
end
Beta_right =0.5*( Beta(1,j)+Beta(1,j+1));
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Beta_left =0.5*( Beta(1,j-1)+Beta(1,j));
h_right_boundary =0.5*( h_2+h_3);
h_left_boundary =0.5*( h_1+h_2);
Mass_Flux_out =((V(1,j))./( Beta_right)).*(((( Beta_right -RHOO).*(←↩
Beta_right -RHOW))./(C1)))+UM.*Beta(1,j);
Mass_Flux_in =((V(1,j-1))./( Beta_left)).*(((( Beta_left -RHOO).*( Beta_left -←↩
RHOW))./(C1)))+UM.*Beta(1,j-1);
CC =1/(2*( RHOO -RHOW));
Momentum_Flux_out=CC*(((V(1,j)))ˆ2-((V(1,j)ˆ2)*RHOO*RHOW)/(( Beta_right)←↩
ˆ2))+UM*(V(1,j))+(C1)*9.81* cos(Pipe_angle)*h_right_boundary;
Momentum_Flux_in=CC*(((V(1,j-1)))ˆ2-((V(1,j-1)ˆ2)*RHOO*RHOW)/(( Beta_left←↩
)ˆ2))+UM*(V(1,j-1))+(C1)*9.81* cos(Pipe_angle)*h_left_boundary;
Beta_new(1,j)=(Beta(1,j)+(dt/dx)*( Mass_Flux_in -Mass_Flux_out));
V_new(1,j)=V(1,j)+dt*(( Momentum_Flux_in -Momentum_Flux_out)/dx+qv);
end
end
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B Model II Matlab code
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Explicit Transient Solver for Dynamic Holdup Equation
% Ahmadreza Rahbari 2013
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
clc;
clear;
global PROP;
PROP=Properties (); % globals
RHOO=PROP.RHOO;
RHOW=PROP.RHOW;
Pipe_angle=PROP.Angle;
Length=PROP.Pipe_Length;
%---------------------Boundary Conditions ------------------------------
%If one of phase -fractions (AO or AW) is '0' use a very small number like ←↩
'0.0001'
%For single phase simulation => USO=0 or USW=0
AO_BC =0.999; %[-]
AW_BC=1-AO_BC; %[-]
USO_BC=AO_BC*PROP.UM_constant; %[m3/s/m2]
USW_BC=AW_BC*PROP.UM_constant; %[m3/s/m2]
%Calculating the boundary condition variables from the data above
[UO_BC ,UW_BC ,UM_BC ,RHOM_BC ,Us_BC] = Boundary_Conditions(USO_BC ,USW_BC ,AO_BC ,←↩
AW_BC);
%---------------------Initial Conditions -----------------------------------
%Values at t=0 inside the cells (pipe)
AO_init= 1.0000e-03;
AW_init=1-AO_init;
USO_init=AO_init*PROP.UM_constant;
USW_init=AW_init*PROP.UM_constant;
%The same function (Boundary_Conditions) is used to calculate the initial
%values in the cells (pipe) because the calculations are identical.
[UO_init ,UW_init ,UM_init ,RHOM_init ,Us_init] =...
Boundary_Conditions(USO_init ,USW_init ,AO_init ,AW_init);
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
dt=PROP.delta_t; %Time step in the explicit solver
dx=PROP.delta_x; %Length step in the explicit solver[m]
Duration=PROP.Simulation_time; %[s] (How many seconds the simulation runs from ←↩
t=0)
imax=floor(Length/dx); %Calculation the dimensions of Beta and V based on time←↩
step and pipe length
nmax=Duration/dt;
RHOM=zeros(1,imax +2); %Each column has values for a certain time step from t=0←↩
to t=nmax
Us=RHOM;
AO=RHOM;
AW=RHOM;
UO=RHOM;
UW=RHOM;
USO=RHOM;
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USW=RHOM;
%Imposing the boundary conditions in the first array in Beta and V
%matrices (ghost cells)
RHOM (:,1)=RHOM_BC;
Us(:,1)=Us_BC;
AO(:,1)=AO_BC;
AW(:,1)=AW_BC;
USO(:,1)=USO_BC;
USW(:,1)=USW_BC;
%added recently
UO(:,1)=USO_BC/AO_BC;
UW(:,1)=USW_BC/AW_BC;
UM=UM_BC;
%Imposing the initial conditions in the first row of the Beta and V
%matrices (at t=0, n=1)
RHOM (1,2: imax +1)=RHOM_init;
Us(1,2: imax +1)=Us_init;
AO(1,2: imax +1)=AO_init;
AW(1,2: imax +1)=AW_init;
USO(1,2: imax +1)=USO_init;
USW(1,2: imax +1)=USW_init;
%added recently
UO(1,2: imax +1)=USO_init/AO_init;
UW(1,2: imax +1)=USW_init/AW_init;
% Creating the matrices used for extracting the results and generating
% figures.
RHOM_new=RHOM;
Us_new=Us;
dt_interval =0.01; %capturing the results every 0.01 [s]
NumberOfPoints=Duration/dt_interval;
AO_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax); % '+1' meaning including point t=0 ←↩
until t=Duration with intervals of length=dt_result
AW_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
USO_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
USW_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
RHOM_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
Us_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,imax);
time_result=zeros(NumberOfPoints +1,1);
AO_result (:,1)=AO_BC; % First array in every rwo= Boundary Condition= constant←↩
, does not change with time
AW_result (:,1)=AW_BC;
USO_result (:,1)=USO_BC;
USW_result (:,1)=USW_BC;
RHOM_result (:,1)=RHOM_BC;
Us_result (:,1)=Us_BC;
time_result (1,1)=0;
AO_result (1,2: imax +1)=AO_init;
AW_result (1,2: imax +1)=AW_init;
USO_result (1,2: imax +1)=USO_init;
USW_result (1,2: imax +1)=USW_init;
RHOM_result (1,2: imax +1)=RHOM_init;
Us_result (1,2: imax +1)=Us_init;
j=2;
z=1;
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m=0; %The begining of the time! t=0
TimeRatio=floor(dt_interval/dt); %ratio of time steps for recording the data ←↩
to the solver 's time steps , this determines how many n's should count before←↩
we record the data.
for n=1: nmax %Time loop counter
m=m+dt; %counts real time passing [s]
if rem(n/TimeRatio ,1) == 0
z=z+1;
for j=2: imax+1
AO_result(z,j)=AO(1,j);
AW_result(z,j)=AW(1,j);
USO_result(z,j)=UO(1,j)*AO(1,j);
USW_result(z,j)=UW(1,j)*AW(1,j);
RHOM_result(z,j)=RHOM(1,j);
Us_result(z,j)=Us(1,j);
time_result(z,1)=(z-1)*dt_interval;
end
end
RHOM=RHOM_new;
Us=Us_new;
for j=2: imax+1
%Updating Beta and V for the new time step
%calculating the frictions based on hold up and velocity (the
%source term in the slip momentum equation)
AO(1,j)=(RHOW -RHOM(1,j))./(RHOW -RHOO);
AW(1,j)=(RHOM(1,j)-RHOO)./(RHOW -RHOO);
UO(1,j)=UM+AW(1,j).*Us(1,j);
UW(1,j)=UM-AO(1,j).*Us(1,j);
[FO ,FW,FI]= FrictionTerms(UO(1,j),UW(1,j),AO(1,j),AW(1,j),RHOO ,RHOW);
if any(˜ isreal(FO))
stop
end
USW(1,j)=AW(1,j).*UW(1,j);
USO(1,j)=AO(1,j)*UO(1,j);
C1=RHOW -RHOO;
qv=(FO/(AO(1,j)))-(FW/(AW(1,j)))+(FI/((AO(1,j))*(AW(1,j)))) -(C1)*9.81*←↩
sin(Pipe_angle);
Theta_3=WettedAngle(AO(1,j+1));
Theta_2=WettedAngle(AO(1,j));
Theta_1=WettedAngle(AO(1,j-1));
h_3 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_3));
h_2 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_2));
h_1 =0.5* PROP.Diam*(1-cos(Theta_1));
if j==imax+1
RHOM(1,j+1) =2.* RHOM(1,j)-RHOM(1,j-1);
Us(1,j+1) =2.*Us(1,j)-Us(1,j-1);
h_3 =2*h_2 -h_1;
end
RHOM_right =0.5*( RHOM(1,j)+RHOM(1,j+1));
RHOM_left =0.5*( RHOM(1,j)+RHOM(1,j-1));
Us_right =0.5*( Us(1,j)+Us(1,j+1));
Us_left =0.5*( Us(1,j)+Us(1,j-1));
h_right_boundary =0.5*( h_2+h_3);
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h_left_boundary =0.5*( h_1+h_2);
AO_right =(RHOW -RHOM_right)./C1;
AW_right =(RHOM_right -RHOO)./C1;
AO_left =(RHOW -RHOM_left)./C1;
AW_left =(RHOM_left -RHOO)./C1;
Mass_Flux_out=RHOM(1,j).*UM -(C1)*AO_right*AW_right .*Us(1,j);
Mass_Flux_in=RHOM(1,j-1).*UM -(C1)*AO_left*AW_left .*Us(1,j-1);
RHOM_new(1,j)=RHOM(1,j)+(dt/dx)*( Mass_Flux_in -Mass_Flux_out);
Momentum_Flux_out =0.5*( RHOW*( AO_right).ˆ2-RHOO*( AW_right).ˆ2) .*(Us(1,j)←↩
.ˆ2) -(RHOW*AO_right+RHOO*AW_right).*(UM.*Us(1,j))+(C1).*9.81.* cos(←↩
Pipe_angle).*( h_right_boundary);
Momentum_Flux_in =0.5*( RHOW*( AO_left).ˆ2-RHOO*( AW_left).ˆ2) .*(Us(1,j-1)←↩
.ˆ2) -(RHOW*AO_left+RHOO*AW_left).*(UM.*Us(1,j-1))+(C1).*9.81.* cos(←↩
Pipe_angle).*( h_left_boundary);
Us_new(1,j)=(1./( RHOM_new(1,j)-RHOW -RHOO)).*((( RHOM(1,j)-RHOO -RHOW).*Us←↩
(1,j)+dt*((( Momentum_Flux_in -Momentum_Flux_out)./dx)+qv)));
end
end
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C Closure models, friction Matlab code
function [FO,FW,FI]= FrictionTerms(UO,UW,AO ,AW,RHOO ,RHOW)
global PROP;
Ur=UO-UW;
%------Angel ----------------------------
theta=WettedAngle(AO);
%------Geometry -------------------------
SW=theta*PROP.Diam;
SO=pi*PROP.Diam -SW;
SI=PROP.Diam*sin(theta);
%------Reynold --------------------------
%Water: open channel flow , Oil: closed channel flow
Dho =4*AO.*PROP.Area ./(SO+SI);
Dhw =4*AW.*PROP.Area ./(SW+1e-100);
Reo=Reynold(Dho ,abs(UO),RHOO ,PROP.muo);
Rew=Reynold(Dhw ,abs(UW),RHOW ,PROP.muw);
%------Friction factor (Turbulent and Laminar)------------------
foTur=Haaland(Reo ,Dho+1e -1000);
fwTur=Haaland(Rew ,Dhw+1e -1000);
foLam =64/ Reo;
fwLam =64/ Rew;
if Reo <300
fo=foLam;
else
fo = max([foLam ,foTur]);
end
if Rew <300
fw=fwLam;
else
fw = max([fwLam ,fwTur]);
end
fi=fo; %Friction at the interface is taken equal to the oil layer friction
%------Friction terms ------------------
t1=8* PROP.Area;
FO=RHOO.*fo.*abs(UO).*UO.*SO/t1;
FW=RHOW.*fw.*abs(UW).*UW.*SW/t1;
FI=RHOO.*fi.*abs(Ur).*Ur.*SI/t1;
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